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MANUFACTURE OF INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES! Vuit-MfcNr IN 

o^, o*„, lKtíMt „,*„„„,„, HmgKlm Aaikmf ofSe.eKa 

INTRODUCTION 

A study of the manufacture of machinery and equip- 
ment necessary to increase the production capacity and 
productmty ,„ the production of goods and service" Í", 
undertaken by the United Nations Centre for Industri 
Development (CID) to develop appropriale methods  o 
transferring  technology and  formulating  development 
pohaes m thus held. It became clear at an early stige Ö 
• he investigation that the promotion of the manufacture 
<l industrial machinery must be viewed as a part of the 
development  of the mctal-transforming industry as a 
whole. The latter, toge.her with chemicals, is the mos. 
dynamic among all manufacturing industrial branches 
no only ,n volume of production but also in scientific and 

Sí; ;g,ca ^:dopman This "••»*« «J such tacts and Imd.ngs which seem to ment consideration 
even though the inves.igalion was a. a preliminary stage 
at the time of writing. 

The first phase of the investigation reviews the prin- 
cipa tacts concerning the development of industrial 
machinery and equipment manufacture in less indus- 
inali/ed countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America in 
order to permit the examination of the scope of national 
regional and international promotional actions in this 
held. The Undings and conclusions must be considered 

s ?r^'"arí at provisional teavxe of the general 
scarcity o relevant statistics, the limited time and 
resources devoted to the study so far and because it was 

'mv'í'ih  l? TPle,C " Wi,h0Ut direct investigation in 
any ol the developing countries. However, the basic facts 
and possibilities concerning the field can be outlined with 
a reasonable amount of certainly. 

The importance of industrialization ,n the economic 

titln" i -riPmem 0,counlries is "<>* unanimously 
recognized. The views strongly held earlier that such 

bvd'iffi'r^.'"1 machiner-v and ettlliP•m comprises goods produced 

(Sirf 1 ¿   hc ,n"--rnational Standard industrial ClassS ori 

VZmpl'^TCJ31 »ojeíionátSclere aldLZ^Z 
U«.T, Photograph* and Optical Goods. Watches and Clocks (sfic 

countr.es m.ght develop through specialization in primary 
production are no longer sustained. The debate now 
concerns the proper choice of industries to be develop 
Some v,ews. lor ¡„stance, emphasize the importaÄ 
relative scarcities of capital and labour. This ,f accepted 
«s a general rule „f choice, would g,ve strong prî„X„ 
(some) consumer goods industries, and Hnu, the de     op- 
men, ol engineering industries in general and the manï- 
Utunng  of   „Hlustna.   machinery   in   particular.   The 
debate, ol course, does not concern the desirability of 
produang   machinery   and   equipment,   but   only" jls 

eas.b,h.y and economic justification or. in other wwds, 
the economically sound timing and priorities at difieren 
siages of economic development 

forM,fml",,Tr°rniing ÍOr cn*inwr'"S' "ick.Mrics account 
or almos .10 per cent ot ,|,e world industrial production 

(measured in terms of value added) and for about a third 
ot the total manufacturing production. Metal transform- 
ing has been among the majo, industrial branches 
experiencing the most imporla.,, „.crease in production 
since 1938* tsee table I,. The increase has been even more 
important in less industrialized countries than in the 
industrialized. Nevertheless, the share of less indus- 
tr.al.zed countries in the total produco,-, of metal pro- 
ducts was only 3.9 per cent in 1958. the lowest among all 
major industrial branches. 

Table I 

INDEX NUMBERS OF INDUSTRIAL PRODI C IION IN  196"» 
(1938     100) 

liuluslty 
tmal MMIK 

I file I   <il I 

\ tii/IUttlf Melai 
pri nlmlt 

(1 in 

Industrialized countries     300 
Less industrialized countries..    372 
Share of less   industrialized 

countries in total production 
in 1958 (percentage)      10.4 

•7« W2 4«) 
52»        325 600 

25.2      8.9 3.9 
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STRUCTURE AND PATTERN OF ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES 

IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The developing countries can be classified into three 
distinct groups, as far as the present degree of develop- 

«¿J/.lV!e!,N?ti<ins; Mon,M-' BMe,in of Statistics, August 1963 
feaiíteíntr^ °f ÍndUS,rÍal P""«•'«*2S 
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ment of their engineering industries is concerned. 
Statistical indicators in absolute figures seem to be more 
characteristic in this respect than per capita ratios. The 
available statistical data of the countries in question fit 
reasonably well in the following pattern which can be 
considered as characteristic in spite of overlapping or 
deviation in tiie case of some countries and/or some 
indicators.' 

The different categories indicated in table 2, indus- 
trialized countries and the three groups of developing 
countries, vir, countries with already developed and 
diversified engineering production (group I), countries 
with engineering production at an initial stage (group II). 
and countries with no engineering production or with 

George C'ukor 

In less industrialized countries with already developed 
engineering industries (group 1), the share of simple 
metal products is substantially higher (20-30 per cent 
can be considered as typical), with a tendency to decrease 
as engineering production increases. While in developed 
countries, the production of non-electrical machinery 
is generally more important than that of electrical 
machinery (typically 30- 40 per cent higher); in group 1, 
the production of electrical machinery is as much as two 
times more important than that of non-electrical 
machinery. In groups II and III. the share of simple 
metal manufactures is even higher (typically 35 40 per 
cent for group II and more than 50 per cent for group 
III) according to statistics that are available. The share 

Table 2 

ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES IN INDUSTRIALIZED AND LESS INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES : SELEC TED INDICATION OI DEVELOPMENT 

Engineering industrie Engineering goods 

[•nini • VI/HI' added in I ulue added 
Percentage           reurlv Heel Pertenlage Pereenlaiie ewinrering intoni! 

\umber                  in total              consumption                 imports in exports in production manufacturing 
engaged            numulacturing      (thousands /./                  dnmesth                domestic (millions ol (millions ol 

(thousands)           (value added)        metric tons) consumption production l S dollars) IS dollars! 

Industrialized countries more than 200 25 30 I,(XX) 10 50 20-50 
Less industrialized countries with : t,r more      or more 

I. Developed and diversified en- 
gineering production more than 200        15-20 1,000 50-75 400-800       2.OOO-5.OO0 

or more 
II. Engineering production ut ini-   

liai stage         20 50 8 12 400-800 iO-90 50-100 400-1.000 
III. No engineering production or 

engineering restricted to repairs 
and simple metal manufacture    20 or less 8 or less        400 or less 85-100 up to 50 up to 400 

Sources    Annex I   Ol l'I', lite Engineering Industries in Europe IVr.ll;  United Nations: Production and Export ol Mechanical and Elettri,a! Engineering <¡>><>ds (ST 
f(h I NU I). (Jene\.i(l'>M)>: the Industrial Development ol Peru (I CN.12 .*»> (I9S9I: and national statistics ol India, Mexico. Argentina. Bra/il. C olomnia. Pakistan 

engineering production restricted to repairs and simple of the total production of machinery (electrical and non- 
metal manufactures (group III), can be considered as electrical) which is very low or even non-existent in 
successive stages of industrial development, at least as group III. increases with the progress in the stage of 
far as the engineering industries are concerned, charac- development and is more than 50 per cent in the typical 
terized by distinct internal structures of total engineering structure for industrialized countries. Industrial machin- 
production as measured by the shares of the main ery and equipment is produced essentially by the sectors 
engineering branches. The similarity o\' this internal "machinery except electrical" and "electrical machinery" 
structure is particularly definite in the case of industrially which produce, of course, also for other sectors of the 
developed countries, although they differ in the si/e of economy, mainly for agriculture, commerce and house- 
their engineering industry or their economy as a whole. holds. 
the share or amount of imports or exports of engineering The share of industrial machinery is generally higher 
goods,  etc.  The  typical  structure  of the  engineering in the case of more developed countries, 
industry in industrialized countries is:4 The available information seems to indicate that the 

three categories of developing countries present distinct 
~ problems requiring distinct measures for the develop- 

Sini/ilc Maihineri Instruments, .... . ,    r . 
metal       except       ileonai   iranspottalion ruches and ment ol engineering industries in general and lor the 

produits delirimi inai Innere niinptncnt tlocks Intal . . , .    . . -       i   .. 
' manulacture   ol   industrial   equipment   in   particular. 

6            Ví            24              "            4            l0° lour countries.  India. Argentina,  Brazil and  Mexico. 
  belong to group 1, characterized by an already important 

manufacturing industry, with the total number of those 
'Sectable .Hor detailed statistics. engaged being well over a million and. as a part of it. 4 The subsequent data arc niainlv based upon the sources indi- • ,       ,       ,       ,-       •,.   ,             c                    r   •   J    . • i 

cated in table 2. Since different statistical sources differ as to the with   already   diversified   manufacturing   of   industrial 
system of classification or content, (e.g.. value added or deliveries). machinery and equipment. 
they are not fully comparable. However, with necessary corrections. «¡(    . nr<Mtiipimn alreaHv annreoiahle in these countries they reflect reasonably well the proportions of the subsectors of the Meel Pr°auUton, already appréciante in mese countries, 
engineering industry is expected to increase further at a quick pace and to 
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essentially satisfy the increasing domestic consumption 
(except in the case of Argentina) in the foreseeable 
future, bringing into existence the most important base 
of domestic supply of raw materials for, among others 
the engineering industry. This group is distinctly separ- 
ated from the next, according to all meaningful economic 
indicators in absolute numbers, such as value added 
and/or number of persons engaged, both in total manu- 
facturing and in mctal-iransforming industries, steel 
production and consumption, etc. 

Group   II   (with   some   ten   countries,   e.g.   Chile 
Colombia,  Indonesia,  Pakistan.  Venezuela)  is charac- 

'm?íLbsyonannnlanUraCtUrÍn! mduS,ry en8a«in« about 
-UU,OUO-500.000   persons,   by   an   accordingly   lower 
engineering production and by the manufacture of 
machinery and equipment, restricted to some relatively 
simple items. Steel production is al a beginning stage- 
tor sometimes practically non-existent) in the countries of 

!^Sí!í£UP' bUt ,heir s,eel co,lsumPt''on of about 400.000 
«00,000 tons already opens a possibility, especially where 
foreseeable increase is also taken into consideration  of 
economically justified domestic steel production 

This circumstance is actually reflected in the economic- 
plans or provisions of several countries in the group 
However,   .t  is  generally  not   planned  to  satisfy   the 
domestic consumption  by domestic production  to an 
extent exceeding 70-75 per cent in the next ten to fifteen 
years. Groups 11 and III are less clearly separated and 
the latter is less homogenous, comprising countries with 
an   already   appreciable   amount   of   manufacturing 
together with countries in which there is barely any 
manufacturing at all.  However, this group is charac- 
terized  by an absence altogether of engineering pro- 
duction   or   by  engineering   production   restricted   to 
simple metal manufacturing and repair work and with- 
out (or with a negligible amount of) machinery pro- 
duction, by low steel consumption and by rather remote 
prospects of a substantial development of domestic steel 
production. 

The three groups described above can be interpreted 
as a simplified scheme of a normal pattern of the develop- 
ment of the engineering industry in less industrialized 
countries, this development being an integral pari of the 
over-all process of industrialization. 

The pattern in question can be considered as charac- 
teristic only in the case of less industrialized countries 
implying by that the existence of and the close connexions 
with industrialized areas. In this context, there is evidence 
that the two major and interdependent factors determin- 
ing the degree and the rate of development of the engineer- 
ing industry are the size of the demand for engineering 
goods (which is largely determined by the home market 
m the countries in question) and the supply of raw 
materials, mainly steel products. 

The development of domestic production of engineer- 
ing goods largely takes the form of a process of sub- 
stitution by domestically manufactured goods of goods 
produced by the handicraft (cottage) industry or of 
imported goods. Among the engineering products the 
domestic manufacture of simple metal products is 
technically possible and economically sound already with 

the relatively small size of the economy. Design and 
production processes are relatively simple; the require- 
ments, from the point of view of skills, education and 
training of the labour forces, arc no, ,„„ demanding 

Owing to the natureofthe demand and the uniformity of 
products, a scale of production is easily attained    vv here 
domestic manufacture can operate with lower costs and 
higher productivity than .he handicraft industry, arrivi,,« 
at a generally higher and more uniform quality of pro- 
ducts, f-urther economies of scale are not so overwhelm- 
ing in cutting costs and in increasing productivity as ,o 
make the domestic industry non-competitive when com- 
pared with  units operating on a much  larger scale in 
industrialized countries. With some products fabricated 
mainly from  metal sheets, such as containers, stoves 
etc   the high costs of transport (as compared to the costs 
of transport of raw materials) give relative advantages 
to the domestic industry. Repair work of already .„stalled 
machinery  or.   frequently,  of transport  equipment   is 
obvously necessary al a very early stage of econom.c 
development.    Both   simple   metal   manufactures   and 
repairs are to be viewed also as preparatory activities 
by introducing similar machinery and providing tramine 
m the skills necessarily involved in a subsequently more 
complicated machinery production. 

With an increase in the size of the economy in group II 
expressed m a higher demand of both consumption and 
capital goods and characterized by a higher output of the 

ïïnïiÏÏ?8 ÌHdUStry (WhÌCh Was found «° * "'^'l 
1400-S 1,000 million in value added), the manufacture 
of more complicated machinery goods becomes economic- 
ally possible. The greater share of electrical machinery 
when compared with the engineering industry of indus- 
trialized countries, is due to the similar advantages men- 
tioned for simple metal products, specifically the relative 
simplicity of the production process and the uniformity of 
products.5 The production of industrial machinery 
proper is not yet important. 

further increase in the size of the economy, charac- 
terized m group I by value added, in manufacturing of 
about S2.00O $5,000 million, creates an important 
demand in machinery and. consequently, the production 
ol industrial machinery proper, power-generating equip- 
ment, metalworking machinery, and special industrial 
machinery such as paper, textile, leather, food processing 
and chemical machinery. However, even countries of 
group 1 are characterized by a less important share of 
industrial machinery in engineering production than are 
the developed countries. 

Collateral to this normal pattern, it can be said as a 
very rough approximation of the complicated develop- 
ment process that the manufacturing of engineering 
products of standard design and serial (or mass) pro- 
duction appears at an earlier (or lower) stage than in- 
dividual manufacturing of machinery and equipment 
according to individual design The whole development 
of engineering industries is influenced by the availability 
of domestic raw materials, mainly of steel. While a total 
self-sufficiency   in   steel   products   is   obviously   not 

mach|hTCry°f COUrSe' ^ m" aPP'y "' he"vy and speual el~"'««l 
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necessary, and often not even advantageous, the lack of 
domestic supply adequate to the level to be attained may 
slow the development of the engineering industry. 

THE PUCE OF ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES IN INDUSTRIAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

It is almost impossible to give a universally meaning- 
ful statement concerning the priorities to be assigned to 
single economic branches in the process of industrial 
development of developing countries. Every case has to 
be analysed and investigated separately. Several methods 
of approach are known. 

From the point of view of a country's economy as a 
whole, the main criteria of choice are based on or 
related to the impact of the resources to be devoted to 
investment, on foreign exchange earnings and expendi- 
tures and on manpower resources. The capital intensity 
(capital/outpui ratio) of the average of the engineering 
industry as a whole is near the average of total manu- 
facturing: lower than that of metal-producing or chemical 
industries and higher than that of most light industries. 

The foreign exchange effect depends largely on the 
proportion of domestic raw materials. If this is important, 
the engineering industry ranks high in foreign exchange 
earnings or savings. Finally, it is well known that the 
engineering industry is labour-intensive.'' This feature is 
generally considered asan advantage in less industrialized 
countries; an advantage somewhat counterbalanced by 
the high requirements needed in regard to the skills and 
education of the labour force. It must be mentioned that 
this industry exercises a very active and dynamic outside 
influence, utilizing and at the same time generating a very 
important part of the new scientific and technological 
knowledge which, through different channels, has an 
important impact on the level of technological develop- 
ment not only in the industry but also in other economic 
branches. 

The manufacture of industrial machinery and equip- 
ment should be viewed as a part, even one of the most 
difficult and complicated parts, of the engineering indus- 
try. 

Such production is technically feasible in developing 
countries as a considerable and growing amount of 
industrial equipment is actually produced in all countries 
of group 1 and some countries of group 11. The economic 
impact of the domestic production of industrial machinery 
in economic development is decisive and can hardly be 
overstated. It has been shown7 that there are (rather 
theoretical and abstract) possibilities of substitution 
among import of grain, import of fertilizers, installation 
of a fertilizer plant and installation of a machine-build- 
ing factory to produce the machinery of the fertilizer 
plant: ;>ll result in the same availabilities of grain. The 
alternatives involve foreign exchange and total expendi- 
tures of the following proportions : 

"Comparai wiih the average of the manufacturing industries in 
terms, lor example, of the capital/labour, output/labour ratios, 
or the shares of labour cosi s in the value of output. There are, of 
course, considerable differences among subsections of the engineer- 
ing industry. 

» Cniled Nations, Economic Surwv of Europe in I9S9, chapter 
VIII. 

Expenditure 
Foreign Domestic Total 

Grain import  1,000 — 1,000 
Fertilizer import  270 — 270 
Fertilizer plant  100 150 250 
Machine-building factory 20 10 30 

This example, certainly an over-simplification of the 
complex problem of substitution, shows clearly, however, 
not only the advantages of domestic production by the 
very important saving of expenditure in general and 
foreign exchange expenditure in particular, but the two 
main difficulties: the need of domestic capital and of 
skilled and experienced manpower in this connexion. 

In the example, the grain is ready for consumption, 
but the fertilizer lias to be ordered at least two years in 
advance of the crop season; in addition, it has to be 
distributed and utilized effectively, operations which 
require a considerable amount of competence. To build 
the fertilizer plant implies an investment of four to five 
years ahead of the availability of grain and, in order to 
establish the machine-building factory, the investment is 
required eight to ten years in advance, with the cor- 
respondingly higher requirements concerning the skills 
of the labour force to operate the plants and concerning 
other supplies, and obviously with some sacrifices of 
domestic consumption till the investment will pay off in 
increased production of grain. 

The availability of industrial machinery and equipment 
is obviously a prerequisite of industrial development. 
It is equally obvious that it is neither possible nor desir- 
able to produce domestically all industrial equipment in a 
developing country. The most appropriate share of 
domestically produced industrial equipment is not 
investigated in this study, but it must be noticed that 
official development plans and other studies (e.g. studies 
prepared by regional commissions of the United Nations) 
often indicate the necessity of considerably increasing the 
domestic manufacture of industrial machinery in order to 
increase the share of domestic production. 

In framing economic policies for industrial develop- 
ment, it may be useful to consider the manufacture of 
industrial machinery and equipment in the framework of 
the engineering industry as a whole and to bear in mind 
the normal pattern of development, since this reflects 
basic economic and technological relations. However, it 
may be fully justified to plan a different pattern; for 
instance, to develop the production of non-electrical 
machinery in advance of the normal pattern. This would, 
of course, assume that full consideration has been given 
to the capability of the planning agency to implement the 
plans and of the prospects of efficient international co- 
operation. 

PROMOTION OF THE MANUFACTURE OF INDUSTRIAL 

MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 

The available information on the promotion of the 
manufacture of industrial machinery and equipment 
(already existing or to be developed) in lets industrialized 
countries, together with experience gained in indus- 
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intensity of machine building is an advantage to exporting 
machinery as far as the competition with industrialized 
countries is concerned. The potential demand in develop- 
ing countries, taken together or by regions, is important 
enough to permit a sharp increase in the production of 
industrial machinery in the countries in question. 

An ECLA study8 reviewing the equipment required 
for the projected expansion in 1961-70 of the petroleum, 
electric, steel, cement and paper and pulp industries, 
found the share of equipment that could be made by 
domestic industry at about X0 per cent of the total at 
prices competing fairly well with imported equipment. 
Another ECLA study put the share of domestic pro- 
duction in machine-tool consumption for   1967-71   to 
65 per cent (against 38 per cent in 1955-61 ). The industries 
are representative of the heavy industry as a whole. 
Machinery and equipment for light industry is obviously 
easier to produce. If we accept the Brazilian figures as 
an indication of the share of domestic production and 
assume   increasing   co-operation   between   developing 
countries, it seems reasonable to admit the possibility 
of a share for domestically produced industrial machinery 
and equipment for 1975 of about 60-70 per cent." 

The importance of machinery exports cannot be 
evaluated only by the foreign exchange earnings. Export- 
ing always raises the industiy's effectiveness regarding 
costs as well as technical achievements. Export must be 
viewed as a major incentive to the development of indus- 
trial machinery and equipment production. The impor- 
tance of this is not measured only by its output but rather 
by its impact on the whole course of industrial develop- 
ment. 

The influence of the present dependence of engineering 
industries, in developing countries, on foreign sources 
for the technological knowledge and know-how, together 
with the role of subsidiaries of foreign firms in this 
respect, needs to be investigated. It is often easier to 
import technological knowledge than lo develop it in the 
country. On the other hand, there are indications that 
plants being set up mainly to surmount tariffs on foreign 
exchange barriers, and being subsidiaries or licensees of a 
foreign enterprise, have no general policies favouring the 
extension of their activities towards export.10 

NF.KU FOR RF.SF.ARCH 

In order to give substantial and immediate help to 
developing countries in the development of engineering 
industries, a detailed and comprehensive investigation of 
the technical and economic aspects of the present situa- 

» The Manufacture of Industrial Machinery and Equipment m 
Latin America. I. Bam Equipment in Brazil. (F rN.12 619/Rev.l), 
Sales No. :63.11.G.2. , _ . ... g This figure is not to be considered as a forecast of the probable 
share of domestically produced industrial machinery which has not 
been investigated here. A study, Projection of Demand for industria 
Equipment, prepared by the Centre for Industrial Development and 
published in Bulletin on Industrialization and Productivity No. 7 
(1964) put the probable share to about 25 per cent. 

io Problems and prospects in the export of manufactured goods 
Uom the less developed countries. United Nations Conference on 
Trade and Development, I CONF46'P 2. 

George Cukor 

tion of this branch seems necessary. To avoid the abstract 
generalization of the widely known experience of indus- 
trialized countries or the excessive simplification in the 
description of the local problems of technological develop- 
ment, extensive information has to be gathered in the 
field in at least some of the developing countries. In- 
formation connected with technical and economic 
problems in industrialized countries is readily obtainable 
by the use of the generally good statistics, books, articles, 
and teaching materials, or of the practical experience ol 
most specialists. 

All this information, however, is scarce when it con- 
cerns the problems of developing countries. This aspect 
is even more important for engineering industries than, 
for example, for the fertilizer, aluminium or steel indus- 
tries, where methods of production and the pattern ot 
(possible) output are determined by the existing equip- 
ment, the alteration of which is generally a difficult and 
costly operation. The metal-transforming industries, the 
technological processes and their combination to produce 
a given output, as well as the design of products, are less 
determined by the existing equipment which can be more 
easily changed and developed. 

In a local survey, attention has to be focused upon the 
problems of countries with less developed engineering 
industries (groups II and 111) and the clarification of the 
following problems: volume and pattern of the existing 
and foreseeable demand for engineering goods, condi- 
tions of supply of raw materials and parts for the 
engineering industry, available production facilities and 
the possibilities of improving their utilization, comparison 
of actually utilized technological processes with tech- 
nological processes in industrially developed countries, 
possibilities of increasing the scale of operations by 
standardization and subcontracting and the availability 
of a skilled labour force necessary to adapt and develop 
production technologies and product design. 

Simultaneous with this investigation in the developing 
countries, and utilizing its results, attempts may be made 
to study : 

(a) The equipment and technological processes to be 
utilized in foundries and forges, which serve a great 
number of machine-building factories, as an important 
means to improve productivity and quality in the pro- 
duction of raw materials ; 

(b) The possibilities of utilizing such technologies and 
processes, which permit substantial savings in skilled 
manpower (even at the cost of additional utilization of 
highly skilled or engineering manpower, e.g. numerically 
controlled machine tools) ; 

(c) The adaptation and further development of the 
methods of forecasting, planning and co-ordinating of 
engineering industries, including the utilization of 
(mathematical) programming models, in order to im- 
prove the over-all utilization of productive capacities. 
It is furthermore proposed to devote special attention to 
the problems of the engineering industry in work pro- 
jects already on hand such as those on repair shops, 
standardization, second-hand machinery, and in the 
field of training and management. 



DEVELOPING COUNTRIES : 

Table 3 

SELECTED STATÍSTÍCAL INDICATORS 
OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Country 
Value added in 
million dollars 

Allmanulac-    MeTalpro. 

IS/C2-J }î  M 

21**,  4,701.8 
*"."  3,643.8 
Mexlco  2,994.9 
Argentina  2,412.7 

3Urkey ,  1.012.6 
¿e"ezue|a  886.6 
Pakistan  803 1 
Colombia  685'2 

£h,le;D  643.4 
Korea (Rep. of).. 371 6 

United Arab 
Republic  4976 

Philippines  447'^ 
Indonesia  _[_ 
Iran ,' __ 

£}••••.  367.6 
rederation of 

Rhodesia and 
Nyasaland.... 356.4 

Cuba;  351.8 
Algeria  34, 4 

Uniguay  313.7 
Morocco  303 ¡ 
Thailand  253 5 
China (Taiwan).. 253 1 

*ur|na  181.8 
C«y,0

J
n  180.6 

fcH*lor  121.2 
£"•  92.6 
Guatemala  717 
El Salvador  4g 3 
Honduras  41 j 
Nicaragua  31 "j 
Paraguay  24.2 
Ethiopia  232 
Nigeria  
Tunisia  
Ghana  

753.3 
645.2 
557.0 
480.0 

100.1 
85.9 

101.6 
70.8 
71.1 
58.5 

44.6 
53.3 

28.4 

57.4 

66.1 
57.6 
50.8 

39.7 

32.2 

0.3 

Share ,»r metal prtniucts 
m total mami/actuiinit 

(percent) 
I rlw 

iMiteil 
dumber 
eiHtuiieU 

GROUP I 
145 ,29 

'«••1 11.5 
U-3 13.8 
20.7 25.3 

GROUP II 

7.4 
6.1 
8.6 
8.0 
9.7 
9.9 

6.0 
10.7 
10.9 

10.9 
6.0 

11.6 
12.6 
13.3 
10.3 

7.0 
11.2 
11.6 

GROUP m 

«1 7.8 

24.6 

22.0 

19.0 

6.1 
2.8 

23.6 
1.5 

3.9 
4.1 
2.8 
1.3 
3.7 

22.4 

20.2 
18.9 

10.3 
8.2 
3.6 

36.0 
1.7 

6.9 
3.8 
3.0 
2.1 
5.3 

Steel 

Production  Consumption 
[thousand metri, torn) 

4,071 
1,843 
1,728 
441 

282 

9 
176 
363 
61 

60 
277 

198 

5,154 
2,701 
1,840 
2,379 

549 
448 
192 
405 
506 

373 
504 
439 
351 

246 

244 

402 
86 

152 
257 
287 

89 

S umher ni per- 
»w engaged 

in total 
»lanuiut urina 

{thousands) 

1,820.5 
1,547.0 
1,478.0 
1,411.0 

295.3 
137.8 
397.9 
236.8 
216.5 
260.6 

260.8 
228.4 
334.5 

116.3 

109.6 

146.7 
191.4 

189.8 
173.0 
120.9 
49.9 
30.4 

27.6 
60.3 
20.1 
18.9 
34.3 
20.0 
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